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Poems by Mamang Dai 

1. When we needed someone 

When we needed someone 

I cried for the shaman, 

seeking the words of generations to accompany us, 

Where are all the shamans?  

 

We needed someone  

to mend these bones, lift this arm, 

dress this shoulder, spine, collar, with fine ornaments  

and place a spell under these feet 

to heal this heart  

and reclaim life and splendour. 

 

The strong, black beetle is an uncle 

visiting on the back of the wind 

this rainy morning.  

 

No, words are not dead. 

 

Rustling through the trees  
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the shamans are in the garden, 

their craft is not ended,  

recounting each weathered moment  

like beads, in a  long conversation  

to win mastery over time.  

 

We meet here every day— 

shamans, prayers, spirits. 

The bees bring me a message: 

This is for your protection,  

Remember, and believe 

the truth about land---- 

rainwater, sleep. 

 

The truth about love---- 

eating flowers and thorns. 

 

The truth about life— 

eating flowers and thorns.  
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2. After Gabo1 

 

(A lockdown poem) 

 

No one can say it like you said it 

about love and magic, 

solitude, and growing old 

 

Here it’s white butterflies 

whirling around in the garden 

and the scent of bitter almond 

is the scent of orange blossom  

 

You know, love is a virus too, 

racing across continents and oceans 

jumping ship, 

landing in ports and cities  

so eager, enchanted, 

by the banks of another river 

in the time of quarantine 

 

                                                           
1
 Gabriel García Márquez  
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There are lines and lines  

of communication 

jostling through a virtual pandemic 

a sadness named, unnamed, 

 

Fermina Daza, is it true 

everything is in our hands? 

 

 

Outside my window 

red hibiscus, red. 

If the aim is to survive 

it’s time to weigh anchor again 

 

For how long, who knows? 

 

Our old life is gone.  

It’s another summer  

And the pages are turning 

In a chronicle of things foretold 
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One battered flag in a time of lockdown.  

Despite contrary winds  

A battered flag is fluttering, 

You’ll see it here and there 

in the direction of the future, 

Salt water, caresses, 

buoyant as the hearts of old lovers 

Young enough to believe— 

in forever. 

 

3. Floating island 

 

The sloping mountain is trying to reach me, 

stretching down into the water. 

Dear one, don’t go away, 

rest, rest on my shoulder. 

 

Deep in my centre a woman is asleep, 

pressing her cheek on my pillow 

vivid with dreams. 

The birds of summer are nesting in her breast.  

 

Who knows which way the spinning current will spin. 

Farewell, blind mountain, pasted on the sky. 

When the day is folded away 
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my heart clings to the life of water -- 

 

Into the deep, into the sea green 

navigating on a heartbeat 

the lilies are shooting up like swordfish, 

and the woman is laughing, laughing. 
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Poems by Robin S Ngangom 

 

1. September 

 

I’m a brown dervish leaf on a forgotten cobweb. 

All voyages will be inward from now, 

a late train pulling away from a station and 

no hand waves in answer outside its brown window 

to say: ―I meant everything I said.‖ 

When it arrives with a yellow accusation of leaves 

there will be days enough to rue 

many wordless days with her. 

 

Violated by rain, air and birds 

cherries begin to rustle sadly above the earth. 

But when the cold cuts 

they would fan out like fallen women. 

 

 

If only we could return our blood 

to the leaves, the end would be bearable. 

Now fall, long-awaited wine, 

burns in our veins.  

Flash of sunlight brushing rough bark, 
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naive month saying goodbye  

in the midst of foliate dreams. 

 

2. Home 

 

Slippery patch between head and heart 

that home for the aged. 

 

A brother who held his hand to the hilltop 

where a shrine to the benign goddess stood  

until his brother let go of his hand, 

a sister who sang 60s pop when dancing 

the twist through his wondering eyes 

until her mind twisted with forgetting, 

a river that raged and hypnotised him, 

like a small prey, with swirling brown waters 

until it died, strangled by garbage, 

a wasp-nesting attic where he pored 

over stolen adult books until the attic 

flew away one night with his fantasies, 

a pillow inside which he hid 

his first letter of love, 

a star’s droppings. 
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3. Birds 

 

They have every instinct 

to be wary, of men. 

I have every reason to watch them 

hopping, chirpy in twos or threes 

feathers unruffled now, gaining air and  

the ground’s confidence 

during a man-wrought pestilence. 

More than a year 

of staring at them and 

I’ve learnt nothing 

of their language. 
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Poems by Abhijit Sarmah 

 

1. APOLOGIES TO ALL THE PEOPLE IN DETENTION CENTRES IN ASSAM  

   After June Jordon and Ford Madox Ford 

 

Morning broadcasts chinwag about your deaths every day 

yet we choose to admire tiny wren-babblers in stuffy cityscapes   

& hum Baul songs with lonely men over cups of ground chicory.      

This is how a man barely survives: reads the news, eats his food 

& complainsabout rusting pipes, unrestraint lushness of azaleas. 

In pulsating winter nights,       

angry flocks choke & leech countless brown-necked children 

& say it’s okay for you pillaged our pregnant lands, it’s okay  

for you didn’t leave when we asked you to, it’s okay for you  

will kill us if we don’t hawser you & feast on your stiffs  

fence-hoppers, termites, freeloaders, Geda, Miyahs  

that’s what you are, they say— what?  

 

They want to barrel & scull you across the penumbra of our land,   

bury the ghosts of your people in our barns       so, it’s absolutely okay 

to fire blanks,   bulldoze your shacks, sleeping children, weak old men   

& plume the slaughterers of your father on national television. 

This is how a man barely survives: reads the news, eats his food 

& ponders the parameters of nausea, the plurality of his being. 
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 In sweaty July afternoons under the malachite green of Sissoo trees  

we husk jackfruits & wonder how in dictionaries we grew up  

we do not have words for         

the dressed smell of burning bodies, hungry screams welded  

to hyacinth palms, dark rotting skins under the consumed sun  

or the receding shoreline of splitting memories—   

we are blinded by television & tethered by lies, our thoughts a yellowing batch  

of worn wood, cattails in their autumn. Please know that we are sorry. We really are.   

 

 

2. IN MEMORIAM SAM STAFFORD* 

‘…those you will efface I have loved.’ —Agha Shahid Ali 

 

The minute the bullet pierced his face  

the sky so moon-flooded collapsed into a rhapsody  

and the city swales swelled with lilac wildflowers—  

it was a winter of untameable fire   

and bitter nostalgia, brother  

in our turn, we funnelled into history like    

 

canvassed nights through slimy skylines, or  

dreams of xewali flowers on porcelain August afternoons. 

Look: we torched all that was left of the untended dragnets 

we jeered at the dead river, rotten-pineapple black    

we scrubbed clean the timeworn mildewed dirges  
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we razed heaven until its flotsams became plaques—      

 

Yet, the minute the bullet pierced his face   

Time’s desultory thrusts hurried towards its cobalt shadows 

and watched his frothy mouth snap into a palette of meat 

and his body into a russet–haired mannequin— icy stiff 

and frayed, over wound by fervid songs of Bishnu Rabha  

and Jyoti Prasad to the bleeding pleats of the night—  

When the tanned soil got soaked with unfathomable grief and  

his sharp shriek scooted through the wet warrens of amnesia, 

a sweltering avalanche of convulsing springs crashed by 

a lot of clean history and landed on 855 buried headstones, 

a fiery bunch. But, Sam walked away with slow gait through 

a celadon street while those of us who stayed wintered in woe.   

                                                                        (for Mamoni Stafford) 

*Sam Stafford was a 17-year-old kid who were killed in Assam by the police during the Anti-CAA 

protests; 

Xewali flower: Night-blooming Jasmine;  

Bishnu Rabha and Jyoti Prasad (Agarwala): renowned cultural figures from Assam;  

855: reference to 855 martyr of the Assam Movement (1979-1985)     
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3. BECAUSE SHE REMEMBERS THANGJAM MANORAMA
*
 

at some point the scuttling conversation twigs out promptly  

tovanda-stampedleas     to knitted hornbills     to I want you  

to never leave I am lonely I can almost sense the veins of Iril. 

 

you understand Meitei but not the broad strokes of desolation 

so while her cardinal fingers wither into your stubble-slit thighs 

you baste Nilofars on sarongs for each spring you won’t be there   

 

to serenade with a Theile     to unsnarl your shadows     to make love 

till the floorboard moistens with arsenic questions and solitudes—  

there is a sickle in the dining room sink and you stroke its cold hilt 

 

for courage, wonder how Manorama’s brother lives his guilt: 

he muffles his screams between peals of bombardments or knives  

his pain till the tub is a pool of tonguing cinders and lilywater?  

 

on the way out, there is always a throng of reeds burning itself to  

a ruddy liquid dawn, so, you squall back before time and take turns  

at language     at mouthing desperation for forgiveness     at cleaning 

 

fallen remiges while listening to AIR Imphal— ―another woman died  

in firing‖ the newsreader’s voice is a quiet lake as he reads his wife’s name.     

your lover’s clit is a bullet and you can’t stop seaming her rutted feathers.    

                                                                                                        (for mothers of Manipur) 
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*
Thangjam Manorama was a 32-year-old Manipuri woman who was killed by 17

th
 Assam Rifles in 

2004;  

Meitei: lingua franca of the state of Manipur, India; 

 Sarong: traditional attire of Manipuri people;  

Theile: flute made of dry bamboo pipe   
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Poems by Bornali Nath Dowerah 

1. Green Tea 

 

There she arrives with a cane basket 

Wearing a wicker hat of bamboo and palm leaves  

Sheltering her whilst she picks and plucks. 

 

She sings her song all alone 

Some of her folks accompany her 

To create an ambience of merriment. 

 

The tea garden is their workplace 

Every morn they begin their task 

 

In groups one, two and many. 

 

Fill their empty cradles  

With blades of all greenness 

To deliver to the factories for processing.  

 

Now it’s time to cool, dear tea leaves! 

To be roasted into the machines 

As the freshness is regained and restored. 
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Beware! The heat might burn you down 

Spread are they evenly to cool down again 

Preparing for the operation next. 

 

Now they have to be dried enough 

To retain the flavour and colour 

For a strong cup of holy grail. 

 

There’s no room for moisture 

Effective dryness has to be ensured 

Followed by sieving the unneeded.  

 

White buds make the finer ones 

Not the broken leaves nor the stems 

 

Here it is, green tea for us. 

 

Filling her pocket with her day’s wages 

She returns home in the evening with a sense of joy 

As she sits with her drink and her mates around. 
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2. Pithā-pona 

 

Rolled into milky-white fingers 

From sticky rice — cleaned,  

Crushed, sieved and dried 

Some are stuffed with grated coconut 

Still some with sesame dipped into darkness, 

And  the reservoir extracted from cane sugar — jaggery. 

 

Sweetness to savour 

At every Assamese household 

Stuffs are in excess 

To shape balls of treats.  

Hands are readied 

To toil on the dough 

Of rice powder  

To be fried in mustard oil 

 

Till it turns red 

Just like the tinge of Luit in June. 

Aroma of steamed rice cakes 

Awaken the spirit 

Of every native 
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True to the roots. 

So is the bond with pithā-pona. 

 


